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My research concerns the study of the symmetries and the geometry of the basic
Hilbert spaces that appear in harmonic analysis and applied mathematics, i.e., the
Hilbert spaces of functions (or more generally sections of certain vector bundels)
on geometric spaces.
For example when I study the Hilbert spaces of functions on vector spaces of the

form FN where F is a �eld �which can be either a �nite �eld or an in�nite �eld such
as the �elds of real or complex numbers � I use two intertwining points of view:
group representation theory and algebraic geometry. The group representation
theory is the Heisenberg�Weil representation of the Heisenberg group H(2N;F)
and the symplectic group Sp(2N;F): The algebraic geometry is the Grothendieck
theory of `-adic sheaves in the �nite �eld setting and the theory of algebraic D-
modules in the real and complex cases.
Other examples which arise naturally in my research, are the Hilbert spaces of

global section of certain vector bundels on the (N � 1)-dimensional sphere SN�1
� RN : Now, the harmonic analysis tools that I use in the study of these Hilbert
spaces are the representation theory of the orthogonal group O(N) and the related
di¤erential geometry.
My motivation to study these objects comes from the fact that these Hilbert

spaces appear naturally in concrete problems of applied mathematics and mathe-
matical physics. In particular, I have obtained several applications of the abstract
theory to discrete harmonic analysis, digital signal processing, arithmetic quantum
chaos, and three-dimensional structuring of molecules.
This summary shall describe some of my works in pure and applied mathematics.

Pure Mathematics

1. The Weil representation over finite fields

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT for short) is in a natural way a member of
a group of unitary operators that act on the Hilbert space H = C(F) of complex
valued functions on the �nite �eld F = Fp, where p is an odd prime number: The
DFT operator satis�es the following system �w of p2 linear equation:

DFT � �(t; w) = �(w � (t; w)) �DFT; for every t; w 2 F;
where

w =

�
0 �1
1 0

�
;

and �(t; w) =  (� 1
2 tw)�Mw�Lt is the normalized composition of the time-shift and

phase-shift operators, Lt[f ](x) = f(x + t) and Mw[f ](x) =  (wx)f(x) for f 2 H,
with  (x) = e

2�i
p x:
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The celebrated Stone�von Neumann (S-vN) theorem asserts that the dimension
of the solution space of the system �w is one, hence, it characterizes the DFT
uniquely up to a scalar. This is the starting point for a beautiful mathematical
structure discovered by Segal�Shale�Weil [84]. For any element g 2 Sp(2;F) =
SL2(F) consider the system �g, with the unknown operator �(g) 2 End(H), given
by

�(g) � �(t; w) = �(g � (t; w)) � �(g); for every t; w 2 F:
The more general form of the S-vN theorem holds in this case, therefore we have
a one-dimensional space of solutions of the system �g: Moreover, a classical result
of Schur implies that there exists a unique choice of solutions �(g); g 2 SL2(F),
which is linear, i.e., it satis�es the algebraic relation �(gh) = �(g) � �(h), for every
g; h 2 SL2(F): We obtain the Weil representation

� : SL2(F)! GL(H):
The above construction works over any �nite �eld (more generally over any

local �eld) of odd characteristic and has a higher dimensional generalization� the
Weil representation of the symplectic group Sp = Sp(2N;F) on the Hilbert space
H = C(FN ):
From the representation theoretic point of view, we have the following two prob-

lems:

� Find a natural Hilbert space realization for the Weil representation.
� Compute the character Ch�(g) = Tr(�(g)) of the Weil representation.

In [34, 38] and [35] we provide answers to both problems.

2. Natural realization for the Weil representation via quantization

The traditional construction of the Weil representation [84] is highly implicit.
The ideology, due to Kazhdan [62], is that there exists a natural Hilbert space
on which the symplectic group Sp = Sp(2N;F) acts in a transparent manner.
Elaborating on [68, 3, 63, 65] we construct in [34, 38] a quantization functor H :
Symp! Vect; where Symp denotes the (groupoid) category whose objects are �nite
dimensional symplectic vector spaces over the �nite �eld F, and morphisms are
linear isomorphisms of symplectic vector spaces; and Vect denotes the category of
�nite dimensional complex vector spaces. As a consequence, for a �xed symplectic
vector space V 2 Symp, we obtain, by functoriality, a homomorphism

H : Sp (V )! GL (H (V )) ;
which is isomorphic to the Weil representation [84] of the group Sp (V ). We refer
to it as the canonical model of the Weil representation. This gives a conceptual
explanation for the fact that the Weil representation over �nite �elds of odd char-
acteristic is an homomorphism. Moreover, in this approach the Weil representation
is explicit, and we use it [34, 38, 47] to explore additional geometric and algebraic
structures which exist in discrete harmonic analysis. These structures are closely
related to the Weinstein philosophy of quantization [85].

3. Invariant presentation of the Weil representation

In another approach to write natural formulae for the Weil representation � :
Sp(V )! U(H) we obtain in [35] the following invariant description.
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The map � de�ned above can be extended to a representation � : H ! GL(H)
of the Heisenberg group (H; �) where H = V �F and the multiplication rule is given
by (v; z) � (v0; z0) = (v + v0; 12!(v; v

0) + z + z0): This is the celebrated Heisenberg
representation associated with an additive character  : F! C�:
Let us denote by C (H; ) the space of (complex valued) functions on H which

are  -equivariant with respect to the action of the center, i.e., a function f 2
C (H; ) satis�es f (zh) =  (z) f (h) for every z 2 Z, h 2 H. Given an operator
A 2 End (H), it can be written in a unique way as A = � (KA), where KA 2
C
�
H; �1

�
and � denotes the extended action � (KA) =

P
h2H

KA (h)� (h) : The

function KA is called the kernel of A and it is given by the matrix coe¢ cient
KA (h) =

1
dimHTr

�
A�

�
h�1

��
called the Weyl transform [86].

Elaborating on [54] we use the Weyl transform to give an explicit description
of the Weil representation. The idea [35] is to write each operator � (g), g 2 Sp;
in terms of its kernel function Kg = K�(g) 2 C

�
H; �1

�
. In [35] we obtain the

following explicit formula:

Kg (v; z) =
1

dimH�
�
(�1)

dim(V )
2 det (g � I)

�
�  
�
1
4! (� (g) v; v) + z

�
(1)

for every g 2 Sp such that g � I is invertible, where � denotes the unique non-
trivial quadratic character (Legendre character) of the multiplicative group F� and
� (g) = g+I

g�I is the Cayley transform.
Using (1) we show in [35] that the kernelKg : H ! C satis�es the multiplicativity

property
Kg1�g2 = Kg1 �Kg2 for every g1;g2 2 Sp;

where the � operation denotes the convolution with respect to the Heisenberg group
action. This, in particular, furnishes another proof that the Weil representation is
linear.

4. The character of the Weil representation

The absolute value of the character ch� : Sp(V )! C of the Weil representation
was described in [53], but the phases have been made explicit only recently in our
work [35]. The following formula is an immediate corollary from formula (1) above

ch�(g) = �
�
(�1)

dim(V )
2 det (g � I)

�
;

for every g 2 Sp(V ) such that g � I is invertible.

5. The geometric Weil representation

In [35] we construct the geometric Weil representation (GWR for short). Our
construction elaborates on a previous (unpublished) construction due to Deligne
[16]. We �nd two main advantages of the GWR [35]. First, the GWR allows us to
treat on equal footing objects which are associated, via the Weil representation, with
split and non-split tori in the group Sp(V ): In particular, in [28, 29, 30, 32, 43, 44] we
study the eigenfunctions associated with the split and non-split tori and the GWR
enables us to analyze these eigenfunctions in a uniform manner. Second, it allows
us to recast problems of representation theory and discrete harmonic analysis in
the language of algebraic geometry and then to approach them using cohomological
techniques such as the ones developed in [4, 15, 64].
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Let X be an algebraic variety over F equipped with the endomorphism Fr :
X! X called Frobenius. We denote by X the set of points which are �xed by
Frobenius, i.e., X = fx 2 X : Fr(x) = xg.
We denote by D(X) the bounded derived category of constructible `-adic sheaves

onX [15] and by Perv(X) the Abelian category of perverse sheaves on the varietyX
[4]. An object F 2 D(X) is called [n]-perverse if the shifted object F [n] 2 Perv(X),
where [�] denotes the standard cohomological shift functor. A Weil structure on a
sheaf F 2D(X) is an isomorphism � : F ��! Fr�F . A pair (F ; �) is called a Weil
sheaf, and by an abuse of notation we often denote � also by Fr.
We choose an identi�cation Q` ' C, hence all sheaves are considered with coef-

�cient the complex numbers. Given a Weil sheaf F on X we can associate to it a
function fF : X ! C by

fF (x) = �Fr
�
Fjx
�
=
P
i

(�1)iTr(FrjHi(Fx)): (2)

This procedure is called Grothendieck�s sheaf-to-function correspondence [49].
We denote by L the Artin�Schreier sheaf on the variety Ga which is associated

to an additive character  : F ! C�, in particular we have fL =  : We denote
by L� the Kummer sheaf on the variety Gm which is associated to a multiplicative
character � : F�q ! C�, in particular fL� = �: In addition we denote by K :
Sp� V ! C the kernel of the Weil representation K(g; v) = Kg(v) (see Section 3):
The main result of [35] is the existence of a sheaf theoretic counterpart of the

Weil representation.

Theorem 1 (Geometric Weil representation). There exists a geometrically irre-
ducible [dimSp]-perverse Weil sheaf K of pure weight zero on Sp�V satisfying
the following properties:

(1) Multiplicativity. There exists an isomorphism m�K 'p�1K�p�2K:
(2) Function. We have fK = K:
(3) Formula. For every g2 Sp with det(g � I) 6=0 we have

K(g; v) = L�((�1)
dim(V)

2 det(g � I))
 L 
�
1
4!(�(g)v; v)

�
[2N ](N):

6. The Weil representation in characteristic two

We would like to use group theory in order to study the Hilbert spaces of func-
tions H = C(F); where F is a �nite �eld of even characteristic. In his paper [84],
Weil constructs the Weil representation �Weil, �rst in the setup when F is either a
local �eld of characteristic zero or a local �eld of �nite characteristic p where p 6= 2.
In this case �Weil is a representation of a double cover of the symplectic group
Sp (V ) (called the metaplectic cover). Then, he proceeds to construct �Weil in the
more intricate setup when F is a local �eld of characteristic 2. In the latter case
�Weil is a representation of a double cover of the pseudo-symplectic group Ps (V ),
which is a non-trivial gluing of an orthogonal group and the dual vector space V �,
in particular, we have a short exact sequence of groups

1! V � ! Ps (V )! O (Q)! 1;

where, Q : V ! F is the quadratic form Q (v) = � (v; v) for some non-symmetric
bilinear form � : V � V ! F such that � (v; u) � � (u; v) = ! (v; u), and O (Q) is
the associated orthogonal group.
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A comparison of the constructions in the two setups suggests that the de�nition
of �Weil when F is a �eld of characteristic 2 is unsatisfactory, for the reason that
the pseudo-symplectic group is no longer related to the symplectic group. Instead,
Ps (V ) surjects onto the orthogonal subgroupO (Q) $ Sp (V ) which, as an algebraic
group, is of smaller dimension

dimSp (V ) = dimV (dimV + 1) =2;

dimO (Q) = dimV (dimV � 1) =2.
A natural question to pose at this point is

� Does there exist an extension of �Weil to a representation � (which acts on
the same Hilbert space) of a larger group G, which contains the pseudo-
symplectic group as a subgroup and surjects onto the symplectic group?

In [36] we give an a¢ rmative answer to the above question and construct a new
variant of the Weil representation associated to a symplectic vector space (V; !)
de�ned over a �nite �eld F of characteristic two. In particular, our construction
improves upon Weil�s classical construction [84] in two aspects: �rst, our version is a
representation of a larger group as needed; second, our construction is based on the
method of canonical vector spaces, which makes it more functorial and transparent.

6.1. Projective Weil representation. We describe a group ASp (V ), which we
call the a¢ ne symplectic group, containing the pseudo-symplectic group Ps (V ) as
a subgroup and is glued from the symplectic group Sp (V ) and the dual abelian
group V �

1! V � ! ASp (V )! Sp (V )! 1:

In addition, we construct a projective Weil representatione� : ASp (V )! PGL (H) ;
which extends as a projective representation the representation �Weil.

6.2. Linear Weil representation. We describe a group AMp (V ) ; which we call
the a¢ ne metaplectic group, which is a central extension of ASp (V ) by the group
�4 of 4th roots of unity. In addition, we construct a linear Weil representation

� : AMp (V )! GL (H) ;
lying over the projective representation e�.
6.3. Splitting of the Weil representation. We describe a splitting homomor-
phism s :Mp(eV )! AMp (V ) and consequently a pull-back representation

�eV = � � s :Mp(eV )! GL (H) ,

where (eV ; e!) is a free symplectic module over the ring W2 (F) of (level 2) truncated
Witt vectors which reduces to (V; !) mod 2; and Mp(eV ) is a central extension of
the symplectic group Sp(eV ) by the group �2 = f�1g.
6.4. The formalism of canonical vector spaces. We develop the formalism
of canonical vector spaces, which enables us to realize the group AMp (V ), the
representations � and the splitting homomorphism s : Mp(eV ) ! AMp (V ) in a
transparent manner. Moreover, this formalism serves as an appropriate conceptual
framework for the study of these objects.
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7. Application to classical number theory

Two basic results in number theory, due to Gauss, are the quadratic reciprocity
law and the sign of the Gauss sum. The �rst concerns the identity�

p

q

��
q

p

�
= (�1)

p�1
2

q�1
2 ;

where p; q are two distinct odd prime numbers and
� �
p

�
(respectively

� �
q

�
) is the

Legendre symbol modulo p (respectively q), i.e.,
�
x
p

�
= 1 if x is a square modulo p

and �1 otherwise. The latter result asserts that

Gp =
X
x2Fp

e
2�i
p x2 =

� p
p; p � 1 (mod 4);

i
p
p; p � 3 (mod 4):

In fact, it is easy to show that G2p =
��1
p

�
� p: Hence, the problem is to determine

the exact sign in the evaluation of Gp:
In a joint work with Howe [40], we show how these results follow from the pro-

portionality relations

Fn = Cn � �n
�
0 1
�1 0

�
; for n = p; q and pq;

where Fn is the discrete Fourier transform, �n is the Weil representation of the
group SL2(Z=nZ); both acting on the Hilbert space C(Z=nZ) of complex valued
functions on the �nite ring Z=nZ; and Cn = i

n�1
2 is the proportionality constant

which we compute in [40]. More speci�cally, the law of quadratic reciprocity follows
from basic properties of the Weil representation and group theoretic considerations,
while the calculation of the sign of the Gauss sum is slightly more delicate and
uses our formula [35] for the character of the Weil representation. The fact that
the discrete Fourier transform can be normalized so that it becomes a part of a
representation plays a crucial role in our proof of both statements.
In his seminal work [84], Weil recasts several known proofs of the law of quadratic

reciprocity in terms of the Weil representation of some cover of the group SL2(AQ);
where AQ denotes the adele ring of Q: The main contribution of [40] is showing
that quadratic reciprocity already follows from the Weil representation over �nite
rings and, moreover, establishing a conceptual mechanism, di¤erent from that of
Weil, which produces the law of quadratic reciprocity.

8. Applications to arithmetic quantum chaos

8.1. The Hannay�Berry model. In [56] the physicists Hannay and Berry explore
a model (H-B model for short) for quantum mechanics on the two-dimensional torus
T2 = R2=Z2. Hannay and Berry suggest to quantize simultaneously the functions
on the torus and the linear symplectic group� the modular group SL2(Z): Their
main motivation is to study the phenomenon of quantum chaos [7, 8, 69, 72, 73] in
this model. Speci�cally, they consider an ergodic discrete dynamical system on the
torus, which is generated by iteration of hyperbolic automorphism A 2 SL2(Z).
In [26] we obtain the construction of the H-B model for the full modular group
SL2(Z). In our quantization we replace:

� The classical phase space T2 by a family (parametrized by the Planck con-
stant ~ = 1=n; n 2 N) of �nite dimensional Hilbert spaces H~ (each of
dimension n).
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� The classical observables, i.e., functions f 2 C1(T2) by operators �~(f) 2
End(H~):

� The classical symmetry group SL2(Z) by a unitary representation �~ :
SL2(Z)! U(H~) which is closely related to the Weil representation of the
group SL2(Z=nZ):

This construction has a higher dimensional generalization obtained in [27]. The
study of the properties of the eigenfunctions of the operator �~(A) is one of the
main research activities in the �eld of arithmetic quantum chaos [69].

8.2. Proof of the Kurlberg�Rudnick rate conjecture. The operator �~(A)
is degenerate and has symmetries that were described explicitly by Kurlberg and
Rudnick (K-R for short) in [66]. Let us assume that ~ = 1=p where p is a large
prime number. The representation �~ coincides with the composition of the Weil
representation � : SL2(Fp) ! U(H) mentioned earlier and the natural projection
SL2(Z) ! SL2(Fp). Consider the centralizer subgroup TA of A in Sp = SL2(Fp):
The group TA is a (group of rational points of an algebraic) torus in Sp, i.e., it is
a maximal commutative subgroup in Sp which became diagonalizable after some
�eld extension. Hence, the group GA = f�(g); g 2 TAg is a commutative group of
unitary operators that contain the operator �~(A).
Consider a common eigenfunction (called by K-R "Hecke eigenfunction") ' 2 H

of all the operators in GA: The K-R conjecture [66, 71, 72] states that the function
' become equidistributed, more precisely, they claim that for every f 2 C1(T2)
for su¢ ciently large prime p we have

j h'j�~(f)'i �
R
T2
f dxj � Cfp

p
:

In [29, 32] we proved the K-R conjecture. It is enough to show that for a non-zero
vector v 2 V = Fp � Fp which is not an eigenvector of TA; we have

j h'j�(v)'i j � 2
p
p
: (3)

Our proof of the bound (3) involves two main steps:

(1) Weil representation. The matrix coe¢ cient h'j�(v)'i can be described in
terms of the Weil representation. The eigenfunction ' satis�es the equation
�(g)' = �(g)' for every g 2 TA; where � : TA ! C� is a character.
Denote by P� the orthogonal projector onto the character space H� of all
�-character eigenfunctions of TA: It turns out that dim(H�) = 1, hence
h'j�(v)'i = a� = Tr(P��(v)): The main observation now is that P� =
1

#TA

P
g2TA

��1(g)�(g) and we have

a� =
P
g2TA

��1(g)K (g; v) ; (4)

where K : Sp�V ! C is the kernel of the Weil representation (see formula

(1)) that we explicitly computed in [35].

(2) Geometric Weil representation. TheWeil representation sheafK 2 D(Sp�V)
constructed in [35] allows us to realize the sum (4) in algebra geometric

terms as the "compact integral" A� =
R
TA

L�(g�1)
K(g; v) 2 D(pt): In [29]
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we computed the cohomology groups of A� and found that dimH�1(A�) =
2 and Hi(A�) = 0 for i 6= �1. Using Deligne�s theory of weights [15] and
the Grothendieck sheaf-to-function correspondence (Formula (2) above), we
obtain the required bound

ja�j = jfA� j �
2
p
p
:

In [28, 31, 33] we prove the higher-dimensional analogue of the K-R conjecture
for generic automorphism of the 2N -dimensional torus. In addition, we observe in
[21] that in case N > 1; counter examples to the original K-R conjecture exist.

8.3. The supremum of Hecke eigenfunction. The Weil representation � :
Sp(V ) ! U(H) has a family of "physical" realizations which are associated with
lines (Lagrangian subspaces) in the two dimensional symplectic space V: For each
line L � V we de�ne the space HL = C(L): Considering a unit Hecke eigenfunction
' 2 HL of the group TA we would like to estimate the supremum norm k'k1 =
Supfj'(l)j; l 2 Lg. In [30, 44, 52] we show that, independent of the choice of the
realization HL; we have

k'k1 � 2
p
p
:

This improves on an earlier result of Kurlberg and Rudnick [67] which prove this
bound for one speci�c realization in the case that the torus TA splits (diagonaliz-
able).

9. Weil representation over the reals

In the real setting, the Fourier transform is a particular operator in the Weil
(metaplectic) representation [84]

� :Mp(2N;R)! U(S(RN )),

where S(RN ) is the space of Schwartz functions on RN ; and Mp(2N;R), called the
metaplectic group, is a double cover of the symplectic group Sp(2N;R):
We are currently working on the generalizations of our work on the Weil represen-

tation over a �nite �eld to the realm of the metaplectic representation. In particular,
we have a generalizations of the canonical model and invariant presentation of the
Weil representation. Moreover, the Language of D-modules enables us to develop
a D-module theoretic analogue of our geometric Weil representation sheaf over
the complex numbers. These tools will allow us to incorporate powerful methods
from homological algebra to the study of classical harmonic analysis over the reals.

Applied Mathematics

Applications to Three-Dimensional Structuring of Molecules
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10. The symmetry group and the shape of symmetric molecules

"Three-dimensional electron microscopy" [20] is the name commonly given to
methods in which the three dimensional structure of a macromolecular complex
is obtained from the set of images taken by an electron microscope. The most
general and widespread of this methods is single-particle reconstruction. In this
method the three dimensional structure is determined from images of randomly
oriented and positioned identical macromolecular complexes, also referred to as
molecular particles. A variant of this method is called cryo-electron microscopy (or
Cryo-EM for short) where multitude of molecular particles are rapidly immobilized
in a thin layer of ice and maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature throughout
the imaging process. Single particle reconstruction from cryo-electron microscopy
images is of particular interest, since it promises to be an entirely general technique
which does not require crystallization or other special preparation stages and is
beginning to reach su¢ cient resolution to allow the trace of polypeptide chains
and the identi�cation of residues in protein molecules.
Over the years, several methods were proposed for single particle reconstruction

from Cryo-EM images. Present methods are based on the "Angular Reconstitution"
algorithm of Van Heel [82], which was also developed independently by Vainshtein
and Goncharov [83]. However, these methods fail with particles that are too small,
Cryo-EM images that are too noisy or at resolutions where the signal-to-noise ratio
becomes too small.
In [77] Singer and Shkolnisky developed a novel algorithm for single particle

reconstruction from Cryo-EM. The appealing property of their new algorithm is
that it exhibits remarkable numerical stability to noise.
However, the algorithm developed in [77] does not address the case where the

molecule has symmetries. For example, many viruses have the shape of a regular
icosahedron

The icosahedron

10.1. Mathematical model. When modeling the mathematics of Cryo-EM it is
more convenient to think of a �xed macromolecular complex which is observed from
di¤erent directions by the electron microscope. In more details, the macromolecular
complex is modeled by a real valued function � on a three- dimensional Euclidian
vector space V ' R3, which describes the electric potential due to the charge
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density in the complex. A viewing direction of the electron microscope is modeled
by a point x on the unit sphere X = S(V ). The interaction of the beam from
the electron microscope with the complex is modeled by a real valued function Rx
on the orthogonal plane Px = x?, given by the Radon transform of � along the
direction x, that is

Rx(v) =
R
Lx

�(v + l)dl;

for every v 2 Px, where Lx is the line passing thorough x and dl is the Euclidian
measure on Lx.
The data collected from the experiment is a collection of Radon imagesRx : Px !

R, x 2 XN ; where XN � X consists of N points. The main empirical assumption is
that the points x 2XN are distributed independently and uniformly at random. We
emphasize that, in practice, the embeddings ix : Px ! V; x 2 XN are not known.
What one is given is the collection of Radon images fRx : Px ! R : x 2 XNg,
where each plane Px; x 2 XN should be considered as an abstract Euclidian plane.
The main problem of Cryo-EM is to reconstruct the orthogonal embeddings

fix : Px ! V : x 2 XNg from the Radon images fRx : Px ! R : x 2 XNg. We
will refer to this problem as the Cryo-EM reconstruction problem and note that,
granting its solution, the function � can be computed (approximately) using the
inverse Radon transform.
The additional di¢ culty that we need to overcome in the presence of symmetries

is that the radon images that are associate with di¤erent planes might look the
same (see the picture above).

10.2. The symmetry group and the shape of symmetric molecules. In [46]
we give algorithmic solutions to the problems of �nding the (�nite) symmetry group
G � SO(3) and the shape of symmetric molecules.
Speci�cally, from the collection of Radon images fRx : Px ! R : x 2 XNg we

construct an intrinsic Hilbert space H acted upon by a canonical operator CG that
we call the equivariant common lines operator. As it turns out, the spectrum of
the operator CG determines the group G and this enables us to write an explicit
reconstruction algorithm for the shape of the molecule. Finally, we use the rep-
resentation theory of the special orthogonal group SO(3) and its �nite subgroups
(Cyclic, Dihedral, Tetrahedral, Octahedral, Icosahedral) to prove the correctness
of our algorithms.

Applications to Digital Signal Processing

11. Diagonalization of the discrete Fourier transform

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is probably one of the most important
operators in modern science. It is omnipresent in various �elds of discrete mathe-
matics and engineering, including combinatorics, number theory, computer science
and, last but probably not least, digital signal processing. Formally, the DFT
is a family fFng of unitary operators, where each Fn acts on the Hilbert space
Hn= C (Z=nZ) by the formula

Fn [f ] (w) =
1p
n

X
t2Z=nZ

e
2�i
n wtf (t) :
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A primary motivation for studying the eigenvectors of the DFT comes from dig-
ital signal processing. Here, a function is considered in two basic realizations: The
time realization and the frequency realization. Each realization yields information
on di¤erent attributes of the function. The DFT operator acts as a dictionary
between these two realizations:

Time
Fn
� Frequency.

From this point of view, it is natural to look for a diagonalization basis, namely,
a basis of eigenvectors (eigenmodes) for Fn. In this regard, the main conceptual
di¢ culty comes from the fact that the diagonalization problem is ill-de�ned, since,
Fn is an operator of order 4, i.e., F 4n = Id, which means that it has at most four
eigenvalues �1,�i, therefore each appears with large multiplicity (assuming n� 4).
In [37] we use the Weil representation to �nd the symmetries of the DFT in the

case n = p is an odd prime number. As a consequence, we exhibit a canonical
basis B of eigenvectors for the DFT. We also describe the transition matrix � from
the standard basis to B, which we call the discrete oscillator transform (DOT for
short). In addition, in the case p � 1 (mod 4), we describe a fast algorithm for
computing � (FOT for short).

11.1. Symmetries of the DFT. Generally, when a (diagonalizable) linear oper-
ator A has eigenvalues admitting large multiplicities, it suggests that there exists
a group G = GA � GL (H) of "hidden" symmetries consisting of operators which
commute with A. Alas, usually the problem of computing the group G is formi-
dable and, in fact, equivalent to the problem of diagonalizing A. If the operator A
arises "naturally" there is a chance that the group G can be e¤ectively described.
In preferred situations, G is commutative and large enough so that all degeneracies
are resolved and the spaces of common eigenvectors with respect to G are one-
dimensional. The basis of common eigenvectors with respect to G establishes a
distinguished choice of eigenvectors for A. Philosophically, we can say that it is
more correct to consider from the start the group G instead of the single operator
A.
Interestingly, the DFT operator F = Fp admits a natural group of symmetries

GF , which, in addition, can be e¤ectively described using the Weil representation
� : Sp ! U (H) ; H =C(Fp): The key observation is that, as we saw above, F
is proportional to a single operator � (w) in the Weil representation. The group
GF is the image under � of the centralizer subgroup Tw of w in Sp: In fact Tw =
SO2(Fp) = fg 2 Sp; ggt = Ig:

11.2. The algebraic torus associated with the DFT. The subgroup Tw is of a
very "nice" type. It consists of rational points of a maximal algebraic torus in Sp;
which concretely means that it is a maximal commutative subgroup in Sp, consisting
of elements which are diagonalizable over some �eld extension. Restricting the
Weil representation to the subgroup Tw yields a collection GF = f� (g) : g 2 Twg of
commuting operators, each acting unitarily on the Hilbert space H and commuting
with F . This, in turn, yields a decomposition, stable under Fourier transform, into
character spaces

H =
M

H�; (5)
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where � runs in the set of (complex valued) characters of Tw, namely, ' 2 H� i¤
� (g)' = � (g)' for every g 2 Tw. The main technical statement of [37] roughly
says that dimH� = 1 for every � which appears in (5).

11.3. The oscillator transform. Choosing a unit representative '� 2 H� for
every �, gives the canonical basis B = BTw =

�
'�
	
of eigenvectors for F . The

oscillator transform � sends a function f 2 H to the coe¢ cients in the unique
expansion

f =
X

a�'�:

The �ne behavior of F and � is governed by the (split type) structure of Tw, which
changes depending on the value of the prime p modulo 4. This phenomenon has
several consequences. In particular, it gives a transparent explanation to the precise
way the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of F depend on the prime p. We believe
this explanation to be more suggestive than the classical calculations due to Gauss
[2]. Another algorithmic, consequence is the existence [37] of a fast algorithm for
computing �.

12. The oscillator dictionary

The construction of the canonical basis BTw of eigenfunctions of the DFT is a
particular case of a general construction [43, 44] of orthonormal bases BT which are
associated with maximal tori T � Sp: Restricting the Weil representation � : Sp!
U(H) to a maximal torus T yields by the same mechanism as above an orthonormal
basis of eigenfunctions BT . Taking the disjoint union of all these bases, we obtain
the dictionary

DO=
`

T�Sp
BT :

In analogy to the theory of the quantum harmonic oscillator we call the functions
in DO oscillator functions and to the dictionary DO the oscillator dictionary. Since
there are order of p2 tori in Sp then DO is of order p3:
One of the most interesting features of the oscillator functions is that, on the

one hand, they are very structural, i.e., they satisfy many algebraic symmetries and
there is [43, 44] an explicit algorithm to generate them; but on the other hand, they
share many properties which are characteristic of random functions. In particular,
we show in [43, 44] that DO satis�es the following properties:

(1) Autocorrelation (ambiguity function). For every ' 2 DO we have

jh';MwL�'ij =
�
1 if (� ; w) = 0;
� 2p

p if (� ; w) 6= 0:

(2) Crosscorrelation (cross-ambiguity function). For every � 6= ' 2 DO we
have

jh�;MwL�'ij �
4
p
p
; (6)

for every � ; w 2 Fp.
(3) Supremum. For every signal ' 2 DO we have

max fj'(t)j : t 2 Fpg �
2
p
p
:

(4) Fourier invariance. For every signal ' 2 DO its Fourier transform b' is (up
to multiplication by a unitary scalar) also in DO:
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In the pictures below, the ambiguity function of a function from the oscillator
dictionary is compared with that of a random function

Ambiguity function of an "oscillator function".

Ambiguity function of a random signal.
The main tool that we use in [44] to obtain the above properties is the geometric

Weil representation developed in our paper [35].

13. Applications of the oscillator dictionary to radar and
communication

The �eld of digital signal processing (DSP for short) studies the space of digital
signals (�nite sequences) which is the Hilbert space H of complex valued functions
on the vector space FN where F is a �nite �eld. The new basic observation that
we have made in [37, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44] is that this space should be considered as
a space acted upon by the symmetry group Sp(2N;F) via the Weil representation

� : Sp(2N;F)! U(H):
A basic problem in DSP is to construct interesting and useful dictionaries (collec-
tions) of signals which satisfy various properties that appear in the engineering wish
list. There are very few mathematical constructions of such dictionaries, and the
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oscillator dictionary that we construct using the Weil representation is one of these
few constructions. Moreover, the properties that we stated above make the dictio-
nary DO ideal for applications to the theory of discrete radar [22, 25, 58, 87] and
communication theory [22, 25, 58, 87, 70], particularly to CDMA (Code Division
Multiple Access) technologies [81].

13.1. Applications to discrete radar. The theory of discrete radar is closely
related [58] to the �nite Heisenberg group H: A radar sends a signal '(t) and
obtains an echo e(t). The goal [87] is to reconstruct, in maximal accuracy, the
target range and velocity. The signal '(t) and the echo e(t) are, principally, related
by the transformation

e(t) = e
2�i
p w0t'(t+ �0) =Mw0L�0'(t);

where the time shift �0 encodes the distance of the target from the radar and the
phase shift encodes the velocity of the target. Equivalently, the transmitted signal '
and the received echo e are related by an action of the operator �(�0; w0) =Mw0L�0 .
The problem of discrete radar [58] can be described as follows. Given a signal '

and an echo e = �(�0; w0)' extract the vector (�0; w0) 2 Fp�Fp: It is easy to show
that he; �(� ; w)'i j = j h'; �(� � �0; w � w0)'i j obtains its maximum at (�0; w0):
This suggests that a desired signal for discrete radar should admit an ambiguity
function h'; �(� ; w)'i which is highly concentrated around (� ; w) = (0; 0), which is
a property satis�ed by signals in the oscillator dictionary.

13.2. Applications to CDMA systems. Mathematically, the setting of Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems can be described as follows.

� There exists a collection of users i 2 I; each holding a unit of information
bi 2 C:

� Each user transmits his unit of information, say, to a central antenna. In
order to do that he multiplies his unit bi by a private signal 'i 2 C(Fp) and
forms a message ui = bi � 'i.

� The transmission is sent through a single channel (for example, in the case
of cellular communication the channel is the atmosphere), therefore the
message received by the antenna is the sum

u =
P
i

ui:

The main problem is to extract the individual units bi from the message u. The
unit bi can be estimated by calculating the inner product

h'i; ui = bi +
P
j 6=i

bj �


'i; 'j

�
:

The last expression above should be considered as a sum of the information unit
bi and an additional noise caused by the interference of the other messages. In
practice, more complicated scenarios appear, in which each message ui is allowed
to acquire an arbitrary distortion of the form ui(t) 7! e

2�i
p witui(t+ � i):

The previous discussion suggests that what we are seeking is a large dictionary
D of signals which will enable a reliable extraction of each bit bi for as many users
transmitting through the channel simultaneously.

De�nition 2 (Stability conditions). Two unit signals � 6= ' are called stably
cross-correlated if jh�; �(� ; w)'ij � 1 for every (� ; w) 2 Fp � Fp . A unit signal
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' is called stably autocorrelated if jh'; �(� ; w)'ij � 1 for every (� ; w) 6= (0; 0).
A dictionary D of signals is called a stable dictionary if every signal ' 2 D is stably
autocorrelated and any two di¤erent signals �; ' 2 D are stably cross-correlated.

Formally what we require for CDMA is a stable dictionary D. Let us explain
why this corresponds to a reasonable solution to the problem. At a certain time t
the antenna receives a message

u =
P
i2J

ui;

which is transmitted from a subset of users J � I. Each message ui, i 2 J; is of
the form ui = bi�(� i; wi)'i. In order to extract the bit bi we compute the matrix
coe¢ cient

< u; �(� ; w)'i >= bi < 'i; �(� � � i; w � wi)'i > +#(J � fig)o(1);

If the cardinality of the set J is not too big then by evaluating < u; �(� ; w)'i >
at (� i; wi) we can reconstruct the bit bi. It follows that the oscillator dictionary
DO can support order of p3 users, enabling reliable reconstruction when order ofp
p users are transmitting simultaneously.

Remark 3 (Complexity of the algorithm [48]). Consider the problem of extracting
the coordinates (�0; w0) 2 Fp�Fp from the ambiguity function h'; �(� � �0; w � w0)'i
where ' 2 DO is an eigenfunction of a torus T � SL2(Fp): It is easy to verify that

h'; �(g � (� ; w))'i = h'; �(� ; w)'i for every g 2 T:

Hence, the ambiguity function h'; �(� � �0; w � w0)'i is constant along the transla-
tion by (�0; w0) of the orbits of T acting on Fp�Fp ("circles" with center (�0; w0)).
Potentially, this drops the complexity of the extraction algorithm from O(p2) to
O(p). We believe that this type of phenomena might be one of the advantageous of
these pseudo-random signals over "truly" random signals.

14. Applications of the oscillator dictionary to sparsity and
compressive sensing

The oscillator dictionary has a particular form. It is a disjoint union of ortho-
normal bases such that functions from di¤erent bases are almost orthogonal to one
another (in a stable sense, i.e., also after modulations and shifts� equation (6)).
Such systems are called incoherent system. Incoherent systems behave much like
collections of random vectors in the Hilbert space H = C(F) and they seem to
play an important role in DSP, in particular, in the emerging �elds of sparsity and
compressive sensing.
There are very few mathematical constructions of incoherent systems and in most

cases the incoherence property is proved by deep results from algebraic geometry.

14.1. Applications to the mathematical theory of sparsity. Two decades
ago [18], a novel approach was introduced, hinting towards a fundamental change
of perspective about the nature of signals. In this approach, a signal is characterized
in terms of its sparsest presentation as a linear combination of vectors (also called
atoms) in a dictionary. The characterization is intrinsically non-linear, hence, as
a consequence, one comes to deal with classes of signals which are not closed with
respect to addition. More formally:
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De�nition 4. A set of vectors D�H is called an n-independent dictionary if
every subset D0 � D, with jD0j = n, is linearly independent.

This notion is very close to the notion of spark of a dictionary introduced in [17].
Given an 2n-independent dictionary D, every signal f 2 H, has at most one

presentation of the form
f =

P
'2D0

a'';

for D0 � D with jD0j � n. Such a presentation, if it exists, is unique and is
called the sparse presentation. Consequently, we will also call such a dictionary
D an n-sparse dictionary. Given that a signal f admits a sparse presentation, a
basic di¢ culty is to e¤ectively reconstruct the sparse coe¢ cients a'. A way to
overcome this di¢ culty is to introduce [6, 17, 19, 23, 22, 24, 78] the stronger notion
of incoherent dictionary.

De�nition 5. A set of vectors D�H is called �-coherent dictionary, for 0 � ��
1; if for every two di¤erent vectors '; � 2 D we have jh'; �ij � �.

The two notions of coherence and sparsity are related by the following proposition
[6, 17, 19, 24, 78]:

Theorem 6. If D is 1=R-coherent then D is bR=2c-sparse1, moreover there exists
an e¤ective algorithm to extract the sparse coe¢ cients.

A basic problem [6, 18, 73, 76] in the theory is introducing systematic construc-
tions of "good" incoherent dictionaries. Here "good" means that the size of the
dictionary and the sparsity factor n are made as large as possible.
In [42] we demonstrate the use of the oscillator dictionary DO; which is 4=

p
p-

coherent, consisting of an order of p3 vectors, to sparsity theory. We also introduce
an extended oscillator dictionary DEO which is 4=

p
p-coherent and consists of an

order of p5 vectors.

14.2. Applications to the mathematical theory of compressive sensing.
We de�ne a resolution of the Hilbert spaceH via a dictionary D, to be the morphism
of vector spaces

� : C (D)! H,
given by �(f) =

P
'2D f (')', for every f in the space C (D) of complex valued

function on D. A more concrete way to think of the morphism � is as a p � jDj
matrix with the columns being the atoms in D.
In recent years [6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], resolutions of Hilbert spaces became an

important tool in compressive sensing.

14.2.1. The restricted isometry property. A useful property of a resolution is the
restricted isometry property (RIP for short) de�ned by Candès�Tao in [12]. Fix a
natural number n 2 N and a pair of positive real numbers �1; �2 2 R>0.

De�nition 7. A dictionary D satis�es the restricted isometry property with
coe¢ cients (�1; �2; n) if for every subset S � D such that jSj � n we have

(1� �2) kfk � k�(f)k � (1 + �1) kfk ;
for every function f 2 C (D) which is supported on the set S.

1Here bR=2c stands for the greatest integer which is less then or equal to R=2.
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Equivalently, RIP can be formulated in terms of the spectral radius of the cor-
responding Gram operator. Let G (S) denote the composition ��S � �S with �S
denoting the restriction of � to the subspace CS (D) � C (D) of functions supported
on the set S. The dictionary D satis�es (�1; �2; n)-RIP if for every subset S � D
such that jSj � n we have

�2 � kG (S)� IdSk � �1;

where IdS is the identity operator on CS (D).
It is known [5, 13] that the RIP holds for random dictionaries. However, one

would like to address the following problem [1, 14, 17, 57, 59, 60, 61, 88, 79, 80]:

Problem 8. Find deterministic construction of a dictionary D with jDj � p which
satis�es RIP with coe¢ cients in the critical regime

�1; �2 � 1 and n = � � p; (7)

for some constant 0 < � < 1.

14.2.2. Incoherent dictionaries. Fix a positive real number � 2 R>0. The following
notion was introduced in [17, 19] and was used to study similar problems in [79, 80]:

De�nition 9. A dictionary D is called incoherent with coherence coe¢ cient � (also
called �-coherent) if for every pair of distinct atoms '; � 2 D

jh'; �ij � �
p
p
.

In [39], we explore a general relation between RIP and incoherence. Our moti-
vation comes from three examples of incoherent dictionaries which arise naturally
in the setting of �nite harmonic analysis:

� The �rst example [55, 58], referred to as the Heisenberg dictionary DH ,
is constructed using the Heisenberg representation of the �nite Heisenberg
group H (Fp). The Heisenberg dictionary is of size of an order of p2 and its
coherence coe¢ cient is � = 1.

� The second example [43, 44] is the oscillator dictionary DO which is of size
of an order of p3 and its coherence coe¢ cient is � = 4.

� The third example [43, 44], referred to as the extended oscillator dictio-
nary DEO, is constructed using the Heisenberg�Weil representation of the
�nite Jacobi group J (Fp) = SL2 (Fp) n H (Fp). The extended oscillator
dictionary is of size of an order of p5 and its coherence coe¢ cient is � = 4.

The three examples of dictionaries we just described constitute reasonable can-
didates for solving Problem 8 above: They are large in the sense that jDj � p; and
empirical evidences suggest (see [1] for the case of DH) that they might satisfy RIP
with coe¢ cients in the critical regime (7). We summarize this as follows:

Question: Do the dictionaries DH ;DO and DEO satisfy the RIP with coe¢ -
cients �1; �2 � 1 and n = � � p, for some 0 < � < 1?

In [39] we formulate a relaxed statistical version of RIP, called statistical isometry
property (SRIP for short) and we prove that it holds for any incoherent dictionary
D which is, in addition, a disjoint union of orthonormal bases:

D=
a
x2X

Bx, (8)

where Bx =
�
b1x; ::; b

p
x

	
is an orthonormal basis of H, for every x 2 X.
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14.2.3. The statistical isometry property. Let D be an incoherent dictionary of the
form (8). Roughly, the statement is (cf. [79, 80]) that for S � D, jSj = n with n =
p1�", for 0 < " < 1, chosen uniformly at random, the operator norm kG (S)� IdSk
is small with high probability. Formally, in [39] we show

Theorem 10 (SRIP property). For every k 2 N, there exists a constant C (k) such
that the probability

Pr
�
kG (S)� IdSk � p�"=2

�
� C (k) p1�"k=2: (9)

The above theorem, in particular, implies that Pr
�
kG (S)� IdSk � p�"=2

�
! 0

as p!1 faster than p�l for any l 2 N.

14.2.4. The statistics of the eigenvalues. A natural thing to know is how the eigen-
values of the Gram operator G (S) �uctuate around 1. In this regard, we study the
spectral statistics of the normalized error term

E (S)= (p=n)
1=2
(G (S)� IdS) :

Let �E(S) = n�1
Pn
i=1 ��i denote the spectral distribution of E (S) where �i,

i = 1; ::; n, are the real eigenvalues of the Hermitian operator E (S). In [39] we prove
that �E converges in probability as p ! 1 to the Wigner semicircle distribution
�SC (x) = (2�)

�1p
4� x2 � 1[2;�2] (x) where 1[2;�2] is the characteristic function of

the interval [�2; 2].
Theorem 11 (Semicircle distribution). We have

lim
p!1

�E
Pr
= �SC . (10)

Remark 12. A limit of the form (10) is familiar in random matrix theory as the
asymptotic of the spectral distribution of Wigner matrices. Interestingly, the same
asymptotic distribution appears in our situation, albeit, the probability spaces are of
a di¤erent nature (our probability spaces are, in particular, much smaller).

In particular, Theorems 10 and 11 can be applied to the three examples DH , DO
and DEO, which are all of the appropriate form (8). Finally, our result gives new
information on a remark of Applebaum�Howard�Searle�Calderbank [1] concerning
RIP of the Heisenberg dictionary.

Applications to Analog Signal Processing

15. Applications to analog signal processing

The �eld of analog signal processing studies the space of analog signals which
is the space H = S(RN ) of Schwartz functions on RN : The space H should be
considered as a representation space of the real Heisenberg group H = H(2N;R)
acting via the Heisenberg representation

� : H ! U(H);
and as a representation space of the metaplectic group Mp = Mp(2N;R) acting
via the Weil representation

� :Mp! U(H):
In particular, the continuous Fourier transform appears as a particular operator
�(w), w 2Mp; in the Weil representation.
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One of the most important classes in H consists of limited band signals, which
are functions admitting a compactly supported Fourier transform. The reason for
its usefulness lies in a fundamental theorem due to Shannon. Here is the one
dimensional version:

Theorem 13 (Shannon�s sampling theorem). A signal ' 2 S(R) with Fourier
transform b' supported in the interval [0; 1] is determined by its values on the lattice
Z. Moreover, there exists an explicit reconstruction procedure.

In [45] we use the group representation language and generalize the Shannon
sampling theorem to any signal ' such that there exist an element g 2 Mp with
�(g)' compactly supported.
Currently we are investigating the sampling theory from the perspective of the

Heisenberg�Weil representation. In particular, we study the representation theo-
retic formulation of the two basic processes: analog-to-digital conversion and digital-
to-analog conversion, combining both the �nite and the continuous Heisenberg�Weil
representations.
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